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A Brian Jean government 
will protect freedom and 
democracy. 
Brian will:

Implement recall legislation 
immediatley

Hold a referendum by municipality on 
the use of photo radar by next 
municipal election

Hold a referendum to force constitutional 
discussions on equalization

Protect freedom of speech on campus; and

Ban the use of union dues for partisan activities and  
restore the secret ballot for certifying a union
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Despite never getting a mandate from the people of Alberta, the NDP 
rammed through a multi-billion dollar carbon tax just as tens-of-
thousands of Albertans were losing their jobs.

NDP MLAs across Alberta rush to toe the party line on controversial 
bills that go against the interests of their constituents. There’s no better 
example than Bill 6 when farmers and ranchers stormed the legislature 
while rural NDP MLAs shut down debate to vote it through.

Too often, halls of unelected bureaucrats are making decisions that 
impact the lives of millions of Albertans without any accountability.

And despite being in government for only two years, we have rapidly 
seen an attitude of dripping arrogance and condescension from the NDP 
towards anyone who disagrees with them.

A Brian Jean government will be here to protect freedom 
and democracy and put power back into the hands of 
ordinary Albertans across the province.
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◊ Implement recall legislation immediately

◊ Ban government spending announcements and advertising during 
elections and by-elections

◊ Reform freedom of information legislation and practices so that 
Albertans can fairly access their government’s information

◊ Ban the use of union dues for political advocacy, so unions ask for 
donations like everyone else

◊ Pass legislation to make citizen’s initiatives possible

◊ Protect free votes in the legislature
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◊ Hold a referendum by municipality on the use of photo radar by 
next municipal election

◊ Hold a referendum to force constitutional discussions on 
equalization

◊ Ensure all Alberta post-secondary institutions and their student 
associations develop robust freedom of speech policies that ensure 
protesters cannot silence speakers

◊ Protect workers by restoring the secret ballot for unionizing a 
workplace that the NDP scrapped
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